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ABSTRACT. Mechanical tensile properties of irradiated and
annealed outer layer of RPV weld overlay cladding,
constituted by Crl9NilONb alloy (Sv08Chl9N10G2B), were
experimentally determined by usual method using laboratory
specimens and by nondestructive technique, indentation
testing, on RPV's. Experimental results were analyzed within
the constitutive properties homogenization framework.
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1. Introduction

Including the effect of weld overlay cladding properties
into the analysis of both the RPV residual life and RPV
defects acceptability requires, among others, determination
of weld overlay cladding mechanical tensile properties which
take into account both technology of cladding deposition
(and heat treatment) and service conditions at certain
location in RPV under consideration.
In the first part of this paper, the results of experimental
determination of mechanical tensile properties of RPV weld
overlay cladding obtained by two different methods are
described and mutually compared:
Fundamental information concerning "typical" mechanical
tensile properties of weld overlay cladding of
WER-pressure vessel (Crl9NilONb) was obtained by
conventional tensile testing of specimens in initial state
as well as specimens irradiated in VVER-440, using standard
technology of surveillance specimens irradiation. Special
attention was given to the influence of subsequent annealing
under conditions identical with the accepted regime of
RPV-annealing. Further, special method for indentation
testing of the RPV weld overlay cladding and evaluation of
indentation diagrams was used. This method permits to obtain
"specific" mechanical tensile properties of weld overlay
cladding, which respect influence of both technology of
cladding deposition and service conditions at certain
location.
Experience obtained by measurements at the first and second
unit of NPP V-l at Jaslovskd Bohunice, Slovakia, has shown
that mechanical tensile properties are affected by both
technological factors (i.e. initial properties of weld
overlay cladding) and service conditions (neutron fluence,
annealing of the RPV). The influence of the cladding
deposition technology on mechanical tensile properties of
cladding may be caused by differences in chemical
composition of welding filler metal (in range given by
material specification) or by differences in deposition



regime. An important resulting structural parameter, ferrite
volume ratio, varies in certain limits.
In the second part of this paper, analysis of mechanical
tensile properties of RPV weld overlay cladding is carried
out:
For the purpose of the analysis of ferrite volume ratio
influence on mechanical tensile (constitutive) properties of
weld overlay cladding two theoretical models of constitutive
properties homogenization for elastic-plastic
matrix-inclusion composites were chosen, evaluated and
applied. Properties of these models were tested on a more
wide set of materials with similar properties - the
appropriate analysis was performed also for cast
austenitic-ferritic materials with coarser two-phase
structure.

2. Experimental determination of mechanical tensile
properties of RPV weld overlay cladding

The outer layer of the weld overlay cladding of the
WER-440 RPV is constituted by the Crl9NilONb alloy (for the
filler metal the Russian designation Sv08Chl9N10G2B - in
latin transcription - is used). Information about chemical
composition, ferrite volume ratio and fineness of ferrite
distribution is given in table 1.

Tab. 1. Basic information about weld overlay cladding

material chemical composition [wt. %] a) b)
C Mn Si Cr Ni Mo Nb

Crl9NilONb 0.08 1.8+ 0.2+ 18.5+ 9.5+ - 0.9+ 6 1+2
2.2 0.45 20.5 10.5 1.3

a) ferrite volume fraction [%], measured
b) ferrite particle size [jim]

Mechanical tensile properties of weld overlay cladding were
determined by conventional tensile testing of specimens
prepared from thick cladding obtained in laboratory by
repeated weld layer deposition. These specimens were tested
1) in initial state (i.e. after stress-relief annealing
665°C/43h), 2) after subsequent annealing 475°C/168h, 3)
after irradiation, 4) after irradiation and subsequent
annealing 475°C/168h. Irradiation was performed in WER-440,
using standard technology of surveillance specimens
irradiation. Conventional mechanical characteristics RD0.2,
Rm and Am, together with information about irradiation
conditions in case 3) and 4), are summarized in table 2.
These data are designated as "typical" mechanical tensile
properties of cladding corresponding to the selected
"typical" histories.



Tab. 2.
Data obtained from the experimental study of the weld
overlay cladding [1]

history Rro[MPa] R 0.2[MPa] A^%]
- (initial state) 664±20 415±25 2$.7±4.6
regen. annealing 613±15 434±7 27.0±1.8
3.5»1023n/m2 (E>0."5 MeV)
in 308 days + regen. ann. 623±14 451±6 29.2±1.8
l.l«1023n/m2 (E>0.5 MeV)
in 308 days, without ann. 604±33 475±6 17.3±6.8

The more representative "specific" mechanical tensile
properties of weld overlay cladding, which result from the
combination of individual filler metal batch, cladding
deposition regime used at certain location and local history
(technological annealing after cladding deposition, neutron
fluence, annealing of the RPV), were deduced by indentation
testing of the RPV weld overlay cladding and evaluation of
indentation diagrams.
For indentation testing, special device was developed and
used. This device is equipped by the last type of Remote
Hardness Tester, developed by Scientific and Research
Institute for NPP's Operation, Moscow, Russia, with
spherical indentor. The Fixation and Fine Positionning
Module, permitting measurements inside RPV, was designed and
realized by Nuclear Research Institute (NRI), Rez, Czech
Republic. Method of evaluation of indentation diagrams was
developed by NRI; this method was not described until now,
therefore we inform about its essence in this paper (the
method will be described in more details with supporting
arguments elsewhere).
Term "indentation diagram" is used for the experimentally
obtained curve (or data file) indentation force
F - indentation depth under load t, F=F(t) or t=t(F). Vith
the diameter D of the spherical indentor, the simple formula
dnqm-2*[t*(D-t)] ' permits to obtain the nominal
indentation diameter dnoiji=cJi)oin̂ ) • F o r evaluation of
indentation diagrams, it is important to obtain the true
indentation diameter d; this is based on empirical
calibration which gives, in certain important interval of
d/D-values, the proportionality relation d m=K*d. As
a result of this calibration, Meyer hardness HM=4«F/(ic*d )
is obtained as a function of the ratio d/D, HM=HM(d/D).
Meyer hardness shows interesting properties, which permit
simple calculation of certain section of the true stress
- strain diagram (X=tr(e); these properties are usually
described as properties of "hardness - flow stress ratio"
HM/<r (called also "constraint factor" or "normalized
indentation pressure"). Meyer hardness HM=HM(d/D) and true
stress cr=<r(e) are related with the use of "mean strain under
the spherical indentor", defined as e=0.2*(d/D). The key
feature of HM/ffsCF is the following one: in certain interval
of d/D, usually at least for 0.4^d/D^0.5, the approximate
equality CF»3.0 is valid, for both austenitic and
ferritic-carbidic steels (for recent information about
properties of CF see [2], [3]). Extrapolation of cr=cr(e) to
lower and higher strain values and the subsequent analytic



determination of yield stress, tensile strength and uniform
strain (or uniform elongation) is based on the following
observation: For austenitic - ferritic welds and weld
overlay claddings, the plastic part of cr=cr(e) can be
approximately described as composed of two parts: 1) linear,
2) power law, with continuous tangent (dc/de) in the
transition point. The 3 parameters defining the
theoretically possible true stress - plastic strain
relations are not independent in the class of materials
under consideration, i.e. the confinement condition between
them exists; this condition is based on results of tensile
tests performed with the class of materials under
consideration. Vith confinement condition, only 2
independent parameters are necessary for characterization of
the complete stress -strain curve; for determination of
these 2 parameters, 2 values of true stress obtained in the
region of constant CF are sufficient.
Indentation tests performed on 1. and 2. unit of NPP V-l at
Jaslovske Bohunice, Slovakia, before and after anealing of
RPV's, reveal mechanical tensile properties of weld overlay
cladding affected by both continuous range of histories
(height profile of neutron fluence corresponding to the
geometry of the active zone and another height profile of
annealing temperature) and local technological factors. Due
to the continuous range of histories, only global comparison
with data in table 2 is possible; this comparison is shown
on figures 1 and 2 (1 experimental point represents 3+5
indentation tests). The scatter of experimental values
represents practically the true scatter of mechanical
properties, because the measurements show existence of areas
on the RPV wall with extremal properties consistently both
before and after annealing of the RPV. Ve consider the
inhomogeneity of ferrite volume ratio to be a possible
source of the scatter of mechanical properties; estimation
of the ferrite volume ratio with the use of DeLong diagram
[4], based on chemical composition limits given in table 1,
gives the range (2+12)%. For verification of this hypothesis
and for the assessment of the maximal possible effect of
thermal ageing of the ferritic phase on the mechanical
tensile properties of weld overlay cladding after annealing,
the analysis of mechanical tensile properties of weld
overlay cladding was performed. Ve consider the problem as
a special case of the homogenization of constitutive
properties of elastic-plastic matrix-inclusion composites.

3. Modelling of constitutive properties of weld overlay
cladding

Several basic types of theoretical models for
elastic-plastic properties homogenization exist, but few if
any critical evaluations have been presented. Recently,
a study was performed [5] with the aim to contribute to
critical evaluation of the basic types of these models and
to show results obtained by its use in the important
technological area: analysis of thermal ageing of two-phase
stainless steel castings and welds or weld overlay
claddings. In this paper, we summarize main results of study
[5], related to weld overlay cladding:



Two models [6] and [7] of homogenization of constitutive
properties of system with one phase dispersed in other
polycrystallic phase were chosen and mutually compared. From
both versions of the model [7] only the second version
("finite" formulation) is acceptable; this version
characterizes constitutive properties of phases by
deformation theory (i.e. the generalization for
elastic-plastic properties consists of substitution of
elastic moduli by secant moduli).
Homogenization models are classical continuum mechanical
ones and, consequently, they do not describe the influence
of structural dimension of the modeled system dispersed
phase - matrix on its constitutive properties.This approach
ceases to correspond to reality, if the characteristic
length in two-phase structure is not significantly greater
than the characteristic length on the micromechanical level
(geometric slip distance or characteristic size of the
dislocation source of the Frank-Read type). The
micromechanical size effect may be manifested at comparison
of properties of castings (with sufficiently coarse
structure) and welds or weld overlay claddings (with finer
structure). Data [8] used for experimental verification of
the model [6] show that the yield stress of both one-phase
(austenite or ferrite) and two-phase (austenite and ferrite)
alloys Fe-Cr-Ni depend on grain size, or phase particle
size: the Petch relation

^ p o (1)
is valid with value of K universal for different alloys and
for different degree of thermal ageing of ferrite (for
definition of d for two-phase alloys see [8]). Considering
the relationship between the models of constitutive
properties of polycrystallic materials and of two-phase
composites, we may suppose that the dependence of the yield
stress of the dispersed phase on the particle size complies
the relation (1). A difficult problem arises with
quantification of effective constitutive properties of the
matrix which is forced to flow round less deformable small
inclusions, when the composite is undergoing deformation. It
seems optimal to determine the effective yield stress of the
matrix using experimental measurement of the yield stress of
the composite - at small strains the less deformable
inclusions deform only elastically and, in the ideal case of
sharp yield stress and identical elastic properties of both
inclusions and matrix, the matrix yield stress is equal to
composite yield stress. Increment of the yield stress of the
matrix caused by size effect is not, of course, dependent on
the degree of thermal ageing of the dispersed phase.
Application of both models requires calculation by
a computer program. For Veng's model, the algorithm is
described in detail in [6]; in an analogous manner
a computer program was written and run for Herv6 and
Zaoui's model [7]. The loading curve consists of three
parts: in the first part both phases deform only
elastically, in the second part the matrix deforms also
plastically, and in the third part both phases deform both
elastically and plastically. In the second and third part of
loading curve the values of matrix plastic strain are



phase
austenite
ferrite

E[GPa]
193
207

V
0.
0.

308
293

av[MPa]
137
1107

prescribed; in the second part the individual values of
homogenized stress and strain are determined without
iterations, while in the third part iterations are needed.
Constitutive properties of both austenitic and (aged)
ferritic phase may be taken - in the zeroth approximation
- from [8]; values of parameters correspond to austenite and
ferrite, respectively, in system Fe-Cr-Ni with very low
content of other components and with grain size (19+20) jim.
The constitutive equation for plastic strain has a form

(7=<ry+h.(ep)
n . (2)

Values of parameters cry, h, n, E and V are given in tab. 3
(values E and V are taken from [6]).

Tab. 3. Values of parameters characterizing constitutive
properties of austenite of "high purity" and of ferrite of
"high purity" after ageing 480°C/100h according [6] and [8]

h[MPa] n
617 0.60
382 0.43

Taking into account the ferrite particle size in weld
overlay cladding (see tab. 1), it is evident that it is
necessary to respect influence of the size effect on
constitutive properties. Reduction of dispersed particle
size from 20fim to ljim gives, with the aid of data [8] and
relation (1), the size effect with dispersed phase yield
stress AT *300MPa.
Comparison of yield stress of weld overlay cladding (values
given in tab. 2) with yield stress of austenitic phase
according to table 3 shows the influence of solid solution
hardening, dispersion hardening by carbide particles and
size effect of ferritic inclusions. Probably it may be
expected as well that the yield stress of the aged ferrite
of "high purity" from table 3 will not represent
sufficiently truly the properties of hardened ferritic phase
in individual materials, even if we include, for weld
overlay cladding, the above mentioned modification of yield
stress with respect to the size of dispersed ferrite
particles.
Vhat concerns the deformation hardening, we suppose that it
is independent of chemical composition of phases or of the
degree of ageing; therefore we will represent deformation
hardening of both phases by values of h and n (in eq. (2))
given in table 3. This corresponds to generalized
experience; an analogous procedure was used in work [9] at
prediction of homogenized constitutive properties of
ferritic-martensitic steels. For specific conditions the
matrix yield stress was modified, taking into account the
grain size and the carbon content in solid solution, while
h and n were supposed to be independent of these parameters.
(Of course, E andvfor austenite and ferrite are also taken
as independent of chemical composition or ageing.)
In the first series of calculations, the individual values
of matrix yield stress (see table 2) together with universal



values of E, V , h and n of both phases, and appropriate
value of dispersed phase yield stress according to table 3
were used as input parameters characterizing properties of
both phases. In the case of weld overlay cladding, the
modification of dipersed phase yield stress for particle
size, 4o\==300MPa, was used. In the second series of
calculations, the dispersed phase yield stress was increased
by 600MPa (besides the modification of the dispersed phase
yield stress in the case of weld overlay cladding taking
into account the particle size); the value of the ferrite
yield stress represents realistic assessment of possible
hardening of ferrite with respect to the really reached
values for ferrite with controlled inhomogeneities [10].
Results of both series of calculations and corresponding
experimental data are summarized in table 4.
Figures 3 and 4 show calculated behaviour of nominal stress
in dependence on strain for both alternative hypotheses
concerning yield stress of the dispersed phase, together
with experimental data. Results for both models [6] and [7]
are shown.

Tab. 4. Comparison of predictions based on Veng's model [6]
and Herve - Zaoui*s model [7] with experiments for weld
overlay cladding

material
ferrite vol. ratio [%]
history
yield stress [MPa]

calculation a) Veng

calculation a) Herve-Zaoui

calculation b) Veng

calculation b) Herve-Zaoui

experiment

a) 1. series of calculations - see text
b) 2. series of calculations - see text
c) specific history without irradiation - see text
d) specific history with irradiation - see text

Rm[MPa]

f\»L)
A_[%]
Rm[MPa]
A [%]
Rm'fMPa]
Am[%]
Rm[MPa]
Am[%]

Crl9NilONb
6
c)
434
591.9
21.19
592.0
21.14
601.4
26.12
602.6
26.15
613±15
27.0±1.8

6
d)
451
605.2
20.28
605.3
20.23
616.0
25.07
617.3
25.11
623±13
29.2±1.8

4. Discussion

Results given in table 4 show satisfactory accordance
between experiments and model calculations of both tensile
strength and uniform strain for both histories including
final annealing 475°/168h. This accordance is obtained even
if it may be questioned if the model of ferrite inclusions
in austenitic matrix characterizes sufficiently truly the
topology of phases. Both models give practically the same
results, due to the low ferrite volume ratio in the case
studied. Calculations also demonstrated that modifications
of annealing conditions, leading eventually to more



pronounced hardening of ferrite, cannot significantly affect
mechanical tensile properties of weld overlay cladding.
Sensitivity study shows that, with constant yield stress,
ferrite volume ratio increment of 1% causes tensile strength
increment of 1%. In view of the sensitivity of ferrite
volume ratio on alloy chemical composition, this may explain
scatter of the tensile strength observed for (practically)
uniform history.
Mechanical tensile properties after neutron irradiation,
without subsequent annealing, are characterized by lower
uniform strain; in terms of homogenization models this fact
is caused by lower strain hardening of austenitic matrix
(strain hardening parameters given in table 3 cannot be used
in this case).
Heterogeneous two-phase structure affects not only
constitutive (or mechanical tensile) properties, but also
ductile fracture. Comparison of "specific" mechanical
tensile properties of weld overlay cladding with "typical"
ones gives information about "specific" structural
properties (ferrite volume ratio) at certain location in the
RPV under consideration. After determination of "specific"
mechanical tensile properties and "specific" structural
properties, prediction of "specific" fracture-mechanical
properties may follow.

Conclusions

Both models of constitutive properties homogenization for
elastic-plastic matrix-inclusion composites are suitable for
simple prediction of stress-strain relation (and
consequently of related values of ultimate tensile strength
and uniform elongation), corresponding to the state after
saturation of thermal ageing of stainless steel weld overlay
cladding. In this case, the only individual input parameters
are both yield stress of austenitic matrix and volume ratio
of the dispersed phase. Other input parameters (elastic
properties of both phases, yield stress of dispersed phase,
parameters describing strain hardening of both phases) are
universal.
In view of both the verification of the models and the
specification which parameters of constitutive equations
describing properties of individual phases are structure
sensitive and which are not, we may suppose that the
analysis may be applied also to the weld overlay cladding of
different chemical composition.
Mechanical tensile properties after neutron irradiation can
be modelled in an analogous way, but all constitutive
properties of phases as input parameters are not at disposal
in this case.
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